
Most organizations have experienced significant growth in email data and infrastructure as platforms 
like Exchange have come to occupy a critical role for organizational workflow and collaboration.  Users 
demand constant and timely access to the email system and their data.  Administrators are frustrated by 
the increasing complexity of maintaining a well-tuned and cost-effective environment.

Research indicates that Exchange administrators are challenged by three major issues:

Continuous and rapid access to mission-critical Exchange data
 Infrastructure Optimatization to maximize ROI and integrate enterprise applications while minimizing 

storage requirements  
Retaining data for internal inquiries or investigations – litigation eDiscovery

You can address all three with just one email archiving solution: Archive Manager - Exchange Edition.

Archive Manager - Exchange Edition is an award-winning product that stores emails and their attachments 
on media separate from the overworked MS Exchange Server. The archived emails can be retrieved and 
restored with a few simple clicks.

Metalogix Archive Manager –
Exchange Edition
Optimize storage for continuous access and compliance
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KEY FEATURES
 User Transparency and Productivity

  Archive Manager – Exchange Edition has successfully archived billions of emails and has made over 3,000 customers 
more productive. End users see very little change in the appearance of an archived email versus a live email.

 Email Preservation
  Archive Manager – Exchange Edition archives all emails sent and received (or emails sorted by user, mailbox, etc.) 
their attachments, and – optionally – legacy PST content. End users and investigators can retrieve everything in an instant.

 Data Disaster Management
  Protecting email integrity and consistency requires a failsafe way to automatically retrieve emails and their attachments 
should a server outage occur. Archive Manager – Exchange Edition continuously replicates data off-site and makes 
archived emails and attachments accessible in seconds via a dual write of the content on the fly.

 PST Importer
 Scattered PST files are difficult to locate and delete. Archive Manager – Exchange Edition collects and archives all    
 system PST files, wherever they are located.
• Gather PST files from across the entire company network
•  Import PST files effortlessly
• Provide choice of automated or manual email archiving
•  Integrate PST files into Archive Manager  – Exchange Edition’s archiving system

BENEFITS

•  Continuous Access to Data 
Exchange has become a mission-critical application and 
end users are putting increasing pressure on the server 
and on IT administrators to ensure that they can always 
access their email. Using Archive Manager – Exchange 
Edition will improve performance and be transparent to 
end users.

•  Infrastructure Optimization 
Archive Manager – Exchange Edition enables 
organizations to consolidate separate infrastructure and 
operations for different user data platforms, eliminating 
redundant backup & recovery processes and streamlining 
security and control of user data.  

•  Be Prepared for Inquiries or Litigation 
Without archiving, email typically exists on backup tapes 
and local workstations. Finding a specific email can take 
weeks of costly searching by IT staff members and pulls 
them from other priorities. Archive Manager – Exchange 
Edition enables any investigator who has access privileges 
to search archived email easily and quickly. Legal 
hold can be applied to messages so that disposition is 
suspended. Auditors can tag emails to classify and export 
search results.

NEW IN THIS VERSION 

•  Full Exchange 2010 Support – OWA integration and 
permission handling

• OWA 2010 Archiving Plugin (search, archive, and restore)

•  New Add-in Support for Outlook 2010, 32- and  
64-bit versions

• Archive Web 4.0 – Email archive web access redesigned

•  Tagging support – classify archived documents  
with tagging

• Enhanced eDiscovery, Search and Litigation hold
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•  Search technology – Multiple search engine support 
options including MS Search Serve, SharePoint Search, 
Intrafind, and others

•  Installation Package – automatically checks and  
configures your environment

•  Archiving Job Wizard – This wizard performs the  
initial configuration of Archive Manager – Exchange  
Edition, so the user can archive after the wizard finishes

•  PST segmenting (for export) – define the maximum 
size of the PST file and the export automatically creates 
multiple PST files.

•  Statistics – mailbox size and number of archived  
messages, by date, by user, etc.

•  Multithreading support for Post Processing

•  Archive and restore wizard – Fine-tune the selection of 
items to archive or restore using a wizard

•  Improved federated search integration – index multiple 
Archive Manager servers, including using File Share  
Edition, SharePoint Edition and Exchange Edition 

•  Full text search in deleted items across all platforms – 
Exchange, SharePoint, and File Servers

SUPPORTED SOURCE SYSTEMS

•  Supports Servers: MS Exchange 2000/2003/2007/2010

•  Cluster Support: MS Exchange 2000/2003/2007/2010

•  Archive Database: 2005 and 2008/MS-SQL Express   
05/Oracle 8.x and above

•  Archive media: All current media (HDD, Jukebox, Tape, 
EMC Centera, DVD, CD-ROM, SAN, NetApp, Tivoli  
Storage Manager, etc.)

•  Access - Internal: MS Outlook 98/2000/
XP/2003/2007/2010

•  Access - External: MS Outlook OWA Support

•  Access - Offline: Access via Archive Manager Exchange 
Add-In

•  32- and 64-bit Server support

 Email Lifecycle Management
  Minimize information management headaches caused by regulatory rules, storage optimization, and disaster recovery. The 
Hierarchical Storage Management (HSM) archive engine controls the retention policy for each archived email, and how 
long it will remain in short- or long-term storage. Set retention categories for single messages, mailboxes, or distribution 
groups. Archive Manager – Exchange Edition moves emails to long-term storage on your defined schedule and deletes 
them at the appropriate time.

 Global Email Management
  Geographically dispersed organizations need a scalable solution that can adapt to the requirements of different locations. 
Archive Manager – Exchange Edition handles multiple domains of MS Exchange environments in locations worldwide that 
have specific location IDs. It can be fine-tuned for operations during the day or night, during PST archiving jobs, for parallel 
archiving, or load-balancing retrieval over different locations. This enhances operations between sites, improves business 
continuity and manages disaster recovery with mirrored locations. 

 Reduced Costs
  Single Instance Storage (SIS) saves one copy of an email sent to multiple recipients and compresses it into a smaller 
footprint before archiving. The original email remains on the mail server until you replace it with a link to the archived 
copy. The quota includes only the size of the stub, which shrinks the size of Exchange mailboxes dramatically and provides 
end users with a nearly UNLIMITED MAILBOX. Metalogix customers typically see dramatic reductions in storage and time 
needed to back up Exchange.

For additional information, please contact us directly at sales@metalogix.com or call 1 202.609.9100.
Sign up at www.metalogix.com to receive an evaluation copy.
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